Abstract: The unified infinite dimensional model structure which assumes on its base to develop the method and algorithms of systems rational approximation and identification is proposed for distributed parameter systems with discrete inputs and outputs. The considered truncated realization converges to infinite-dimensional non-rational model of system for nuclear type operators. Approximation is represented by series expansion on independent basis functions which are fundamental solutions of ordinary differential equations. The using of Jordan realization have succeeded in creation of iterative identification algorithm admitting sequential model reconstruction by separate parts consisting of one or several modes.
INTRODUCTION
There are many approaches and methods dealing with parameter identification problem for distributed parameter systems. In some of these approaches the model structure is selected as a boundary value problem for partial differential equations (PDE). At the same time there are many publications where models based on finite-dimensional approximation or finite element discretization of PDE are considered. A rather comprehensive treatment of the identification problem for distributed parameter systems has been reviewed for example in (Banks and Kunish, 1989) .
The rational approximation and identification of the infinite dimensional systems are considered in this paper. It is proposed to apply the universal approach for model structure selection which generalizes the using of input -output relations for wide class of finite and infinite-dimensional systems including various PDE systems by means of Green function and unified standardized functions. Such model structure makes possible truncated rational approximation convergence to the original system with nuclear type operator (Glover, 1988 , Makila, 1991 .
Typically orthogonal basis functions are employed for optimal approximation of stable systems and there are many publications devoted to this problem (see, e.g. Wahlberg, 1994; Makila, 1990 , Heuberger, 1995 , Van Den Hof et.al., 1995 . When approximate model is reconstructed using identification on the base of input-output data corrupted by experimental errors or noises there arises additional obstacle concerning model complexity and well-posedness (Makila, 1991) . In order to cope with this problem the specific iterative identification algorithm which permits to find rational approximation agreeing with uncertainty in available data is developed. The idea of the offered approach is to approximate systems by means of series expansion with respect to independent basis functions which are fundamental solutions of finite-dimentional ordinary differential equations. Then identification is reduced to approximation of experimentally obtained outputs by means of such finite series with unknown not only expansion coefficients but also eigenvalues which are parameters of basis functions. The problem in such treatment may be constructively solved if rational approximation will be taken in the form of Jourdan realization. Applying of such realization allows using selected data sampling and modal analysis to restore model by its separate parts for which we use the term "submodels" because they contain one or several system modes. Jourdan form provides also other preferences which were utilized in proposed algorithm.
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
For modeling, identification and control of the complex real system it is required at first to choose the appropriate model structure. It is very hard to do this without a priori information and general knowledge about the plant. If the object is distributed in space and its parameters or characteristics are time-dependent, then we deal with the space-time system which can be characterized by scalar function in the simplest case and by vector function that depends on both the spatial variables z defined in some area F including the boundary and time on semiaxis ) ( 0 t t ≥ in general case. As a rule the processes in such system are also determined by the boundary and initial conditions. Further linear systems will be considered only that is also a priori information. In this case the unified standard form of model structure is universal enough and well matched with existing methods of modeling and identification. The idea of such standardization was offered by Butkovsky and the wide class of systems with distributed and lumped parameters was collected and structured in standard form (Butkovsky, 1979 
where F is the closure of the set F.
The structure (1) includes the static and quazystatic models. At last case the time is simply a parameter. Then (1) is represented as
Systems with lumped parameters are the special case of (1)
The equation (3) is well-known Cauchy formula In vector case
In wide-spread case when system is shift-invariant the Green function has expression In principle this result is also spread to the case of multiple singular values by using the chain of Schmidt pairs (Adamjan et al, 1971 ). However only simple singular values case will be considered here.
The series (7) 
and М=const.
Accordingly with (Glover et al., 1988) series (7) 
L is provided by the classical closure theorem (see, e.g. Makila, 1991) . Therefore the transfer matrix with elements
or corresponding impulse response matrix that consists of elements
can be selected as truncated model of system. Here convergence
, is guarantied where N is one of aforementioned norms. In fact, formula (10) describes the stationary finitedimensional dynamical system with transfer matrix-valued elements written in the form of partial fractions decomposition. Each term in (10) and analogously in (11) corresponds to the general degree of freedom or mode of the system. Expressions (10) and (11) are equivalent to 
The dimensions of vectors y and u are equal to M and R respectively. The normal output realization (Glover et. al., 1988) and balanced realization are usually utilized in approximation theory. The truncated system ) , , ( Connection between models (13) and (11) If the system has one input and many outputs then it is reasonable to use the observable normal Jordan realization and when the system has one output and many inputs it is reasonable to use controllable normal Jordan realization. In these cases expansion coefficients and elements of matrices of the state space model have the unique coupling. In general case for systems with many inputs and outputs we have the overdetermined system of coupling equations and so solutions (15) and (16) were calculated by LSM that led to the averaging procedure for definite set of coefficients. Besides the real eigenvalues in decomposition (14) 
ITERATIVE IDENTIFICATION
Orthogonal basis functions have employed the effective tool for the purpose of system approximation and identification. It is established fact that every stable system has a unique series expansion in terms of such basis and a finite-length series of such expansion can serve as an approximate model. However it is easily understandable that the accuracy of the approximation will be essentially dependent on the choice of basis functions. If the dynamics of the basis generating system and the dynamic system to be modeled are closed, we will have the fast convergence. So it is proposed for approximation and iterative identification to apply independent but no necessarily orthogonal basis which is close to eigenfunctions of the considering system. The impulse response functions in (14) are expressed as decompositions of independent functions that are fundamental solutions of (13 The output (18) consists of both eigenfunctions which define transient and functions that classify the steady-state process which are caused by (17).
But it is preferred to select from (18) either forced motion or transient process and use them separately. To select, i.g., the forced vibration for stable systems it is enough to take the data for t>>T where T is transient time. The optimal 
Consider now certain possible iterative scheme of approximate model reconstruction. It is suggested using analytical output (21), (22) or (23) When we come near to 1 t or 0 t the number of essentially informative modes will grow on account of large p α . This will be used in iterative identification. The idea is to represent the model as aggregation of submodels. Each submodel will be reconstructed separately. Data on the subinterval nearly T allow to determine all unknown parameters of the first submodel. After that we evaluate the output of this submodel using (21), (22) Such algorithm becomes more effective if it is a priori possible to find the rough estimation for eigenvalues or to point out affiliation interval for them. Sometimes this may be done directly from transient behavior on subinterval. Remark 2. Some outputs for different m and r may contain non-informative signal of definite modes due to their bad controllability or bad observability. So the complete model is compiled from all identifying modes with respect to R M × inputs-outputs.
CONCLUSION
Selective data choice for submodel identification is in certain meaning similar to orthogonalization procedure. So inspite of nonorthogonal series expansion due to specific sampling it becomes possible to realize iterative model reconstruction by separate parts.
The main dignity of the developed iterative identification method is that iterations tend to rational approximate model with parameters and basis functions which give minimal deviation between dynamics of each real system generalized degree of freedom and the model. Moreover, since iterations are terminated when all informative output signals of modes become exhausted we obtain the model dimension that is in full consistency with the errors in available data.
